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Club dues $30 a year.  Membership runs 
from January thru December.  Notices go 
out by email in December to be paid by 
January.  U.S. funds only.  All new mem-
ber and renewal information can be 
found on our website: 
 http://velocette.org/the-club. 

Front Cover:  Gil Loe and Dana Shatts 
set up the Velocette booth at the Californ-
ian 2019.  photo by Dana Shatts. 
Back Covers:  It takes all kinds.  photo 
by Jeff Scott. 
Eastern News:  Andrew Harris sent his 
apologies.  Family obligations took him 
away from writing an article for this 
newsletter.  Hopefully he will return next 
issue. 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Chairman:   clubman@velocette.org  
   John Ray   1681 Partrick Rd. Napa, CA   94558 
President:    lordjohn@ix.netcom.com 
   John Sims   650 704 8090 
    PO Box 522 Belmont, CA 94002 

Treasurer:     treasurer@velocette.org  
   Kim Young   415-308-0172 
    45 Collingwood St. San Francisco, 94114   
Membership Secretary:  membership@velocette.org 
   Debbie Macdonald  PO Box 518  Boulder Creek CA 95006 
Rally Purser:   moneypenny@velocette.org 
   Sue Ray   1681 PaRtrick Road, Napa, CA 94558 
East. Canada VP:  andrewhar2004@gmail.com 
   Andrew Harris   905 666-4041 
    48 Calais St. Whitby, Ontario, L1N 5M2 
Editor of Fishtail West  editor@velocette.org OR Lanoras@gmail.com 
   Lanora Cox   707 553-2909 
    1731 Alabama St.  Vallejo, CA 94590 
Webmaster:   webmaster@velocette.org  
   Debbie Macdonald

The technical tips, views, and opinions ex-
pressed in this newsletter are those of the 
authors and do not necessarily reflect the 
position or policy of the editor or any of the 
other VOCNA officers.

Submissions for 
FISHTAIL WEST 

due:  last day of ODD 
numbered months
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June 1, 2019 
Presidents Report 
Only 4 weeks to the Snowy Peak Rally: 
 The Snowy Peak Rally is nearly here and 
I’m excited.  A week of riding Velocette’s in some 
of the most spectacular mountains and country side 
in North America.  From the Klamath National For-
est and the Lava Beds National Monument, through 
the Marble Mountains and out to the coast and the 
Redwood National Park and Jedediah Smith  
Redwoods.   
 For those of you staying in hotels please 
make sure that you book as soon as possible 
since the group rooms reserved will be released 
very shortly.  As far as camping is concerned we 
have some of the finest campsites imaginable.  The sites are all flat with toilets and 
showers within 50 feet.  A swimming pool the size of a Lake and easy access to the 
Resort bar and restaurant just 1 ½ miles away. Mount Shasta City is just 3 miles away 
with their popular watering holes and restaurants.  The Black Bear Restaurant is a great 
place for breakfast, lunch and dinner and serves more than you can eat portions and the 
breakfast will keep you going all day.  If you’re not too tired on Friday evening swing 
by Blaise and JP’s place for their Friday night party.  JP said he was getting a keg, but 
we shall see!  
 I was looking through some of my old pictures of the Velo Rally and they 
brought back happy memories.  The Yosemite ride in 2006 was a joyous ride and there 
were over a hundred people in attendance.  
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“Snowy Peak Rally”  
Mt Shasta, CA  

July 14 - 20, 2019



 At the table is a group of our Canadian friends that had come South for the 
warm days and cool evenings in California, Gary, Dorothy, Sam (our past editor), Gwen 
and Mirek.  As a resident of Canada for nearly 7 years I figured it was a good fit with 
me at the table (That’s me pouring the wine).  On my left was my daughter, recently 
back from Austria where she completed her junior year in high school.  My friends Sigi 
and Erika took care of her in Austria and she came back speaking fluent German.  Sigi 
will be joining us on the rally and I will have to teach him the idiosyncrasies of starting 
a Velo.  Fortunately my Venom has 2 spark plugs and electronic ignition and it always 
starts first kick (Ha! Ha!).  To my left is my old buddy David Poole.  He has been riding 
Velocette’s since he was 14 and has been on 5 of the rallies.  An ex-racer on a Mk 1 
KTT he still has the bike and has sorted it for the road.  Little modifications make it run 
to perfection and the roller rockers have increased cam life.  Dave always enjoyed 
camping on the rally’s and he always brought cloths pegs so that he could wash his 
cloths and hang them up on the tent guide strings. 
 The next 2 months is going to hectic and I’m running out of time.  Just like 
Olav and Kevin Burrell I will be walking my daughter down the aisle at her wedding at 
the end of June.  My favorite Aunt and cousins will be coming over from England for a 
couple of weeks and we will be sightseeing for a couple of weeks.  We will be driving 
down the coast road to Hollywood and visiting Universal Studios before driving down 
to Temecula for the wedding.  To keep all the guests happy at the wedding my future 
son in law Mike rented the local go kart track for a day.  After the wedding we will be 

staying at the Lodge in Wawona and vis-
iting the valley in Yosemite.  For Inde-
pendence Day we will be back in San 
Francisco for the celebrations of beating 
the British.  It’s great to be a rebel. 
 On the Velo front, I have been 
having some problems with my Venom 
cylinder head studs leaking oil and spew-
ing oil out the back and all over the gear-
box, rear end and my jeans.  I have tied 
different types of O rings, RTV sealant, 
and numerous variations and they all 
leak.  I even tried modifying the studs so 
that the O-ring sits on solid material and 
not the threads, all to no avail.  I even 
asked Jeff Scott how he sealed them and 
his comment was “why bother” the rear 
end will rust if you fix the leaks.  After 
some thought I figured that O-rings are 
temperamental at best and if the space for 
the O-ring is not quite right they just 
leak.  The tapered slot for the O-ring does 
not work.  My solution was to make up 
some compression crush washers.  I used 
some thin gasket washers with a coating 
of RTV under the steel washer, some 
Teflon tape around the threads to stop the 
oil leaking down the threads, and a crush 
washer between the steel washer and nut.  
We will see! 
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 Good news, my 
friend Sheila 
wants to come on 
the ride; she likes 
to ride two up 
and loves the 
warm weather.  
In the picture 
below she is 
wearing her usu-
al summer gear 
so she can get a 
tan while riding.  
She also said that 
when she rides 
with her skimpy 
outfit she never 
has to worry 
about breaking 

down because there are so many guys following her they trip over themselves trying to 
help.   
 She really liked the etched glass award for best Cammy that I won a couple of 
years ago.  She wants to ride my KSS and win one of the nice etched drinking glasses.  
I asked her about competition and she said there was none, she would just wear her red 
G string and all the guys would vote for her.   
 See you at the Rally.    John 
Welcome to Sigi, John Sims Friend who writes: 
 The members are from the United States, up to 
Alaska, overseas to Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Africa, 
and of course of the UK. 
  The last country is now Austria, a tiny member of 
the European Union. 
  Some artists and one bodybuilder leaved Austria 
to make their job in Hollywood or in the government of 
CA. 
 Facts to Sigi Kobencic and the bikes: 
  Born 1958 in Altheim, Upperaustria, in a oakhouse built anno 1560. 
 17 bikes and no end in sight. 
In the first years I drived alone through Austria, Bavaria and Italy. 
  1980 we had a motorcycle group in our town with nearly 50 members for 5 
years and made a lot of rides on the weekends to other motorcycle groups. 
  After this time the most members leaved the group for wedding,  I did it also. 
Since this time I ride alone again distances between 100 and 400 miles on a day. 
 My wife is very nice and gives me free for some ride. 
 This is more safety than a group and I don’t have stops to smoke cigarettes like 
other people of a group. 
  I only stops to buy new gasoline, go to restaurants and make pictures at the 
sightseeing points. 
 Best regards and I hope to see you soon. 
P.S.  I am so sorry.  I have some problems with a pen on the paper. I write very ugly 
with a pencil.   Sigi Kobencic  
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A Flattrack Velocette En-
gine by Ernie Pico  

By The Yorkshire Ferret 
(printed with permission) 

 The engine started 
off as a 500cc Velocette 
MSS scrambler engine 
which was sent to America. 
The engine is a special 
which has been modified by 
Ernie Pico. 
 Ernie Pico was a 
big feature in the Los Ange-
les motorcycle scene for 50 
years. After returning from 
Europe after WW2 he start-
ed a motorcycle shop called 
Big City Sales. Ernie was 
very successful for many 
years and during those years 
his passion was racing 
bikes. Mainly Flattrack and 
Speedway but also Daytona, 
on the real beach, and the 
Catalina GP( an island off 
off LA ). He built the bikes 
and had all kinds of Throttle 
Jockeys riding his bikes. 
Ascot Park, a dirt 1/2 mile 
oblong was the pinnacle of 
Motorbike racing in the 60's 
and Ernie was a contender with his machines and riders. He favoured Norton twins first 
and then got into Velos. Velos always had a good following in Southern California and 

he got bitten by the Velo Bug, big time. After many 
years of experimenting he had the fastest Velo ever. 
Every one of them had 100s of hours in them, and 
were an evolution of the prior one.  
 Ernie's Velos where very completive with the 
Triumphs , BSAs and Nortons and he got a huge 
kick out of bothering and sometimes beating the 
factory Harley Davidsons in the late 60s. Ernie lived 
not too far from Ascot and would ride his main bike 
from Home to the track on race night (Friday) to 
make sure it was running perfect. He had some great 
Flattrack riders such as, Tex Luce, Don Hawley, 
Shorty Seabourne, Terry Donaher, Art Barda and 
Lynn Halloway. The Tracks where they ran were, 
Ascot dirt 1/2 mile, San Jose one mile dirt track, 
Sacramento one mile dirt track, Tulary 1/2 mile dirt 
(perfect circle), Portland Meadows one mile dirt. 
      Ascot Park in Gardena, a southern suburb of Los 
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Angeles, was the epicentre of dirt track racing in America during this period. It was a 
one half mile oval of sticky clay that held races every Friday night during a three month 
period in the summer. There was a national championship that was held at tracks around 
the country but all the good riders and factory teams ran at Ascot for the prestige and 
big money. Ernie's Velos where definitely underdogs but held their own and on occa-
sion beat the factory H.D.s ,Triumphs and BSAs.  Velos had very loyal followers here 
on the west coast but remained a weird contraption to the masses. Ernie had raced other 
bikes with success but he loved Velos and was bound and determined to compete and 
win with his underdog. 

 The photo above is of a 19 year old  Terry Donaher who at the races where this 
photo was taken, put the bike in the main and beat the Harley Davidson factory KRs. 
Ernie delighted in telling the story how the HD manager, O'Brian tried to get the Velo 
disqualified but to no avail.  
 The rules at one stage insisted on stock frames and engine combo but in 70 
they changed and allowed custom frames (Trackmaster, Sonic ,Champion etc). Ernie 
swore by the low centre of gravity Velo hard tail frame and always preached about its 
advantages. At this time the rules changed engine sizes also to 750 OHV which made 
all the 500 Goldies and the Velo obsolete. Ernie put a Norton Atlas in a Velo frame and 
with rider Shorty Seabourne had a very competitive machine. 
Ernie’s wife Wanda, had a big successful business making racing leathers. The AMA let 
it be known that they were going to ban Black leathers because of the negative stigma. 
Wanda immediately started in the coloured leathers business and dominated in that 
field.  
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 Well let’s go on to the technical 
details of this Ernie Pico Velocette 
engine. Starting with the flywheels, 
they have been reduced in diameter 
to allow the fitment of a very short 
BSA Goldstar connecting rod. The 
piston used is a special forged item. 
The crankcases have been built-up 
around the mouth, in order to allow 
the barrel skirt to fit into them lower. 
The barrel, pushrods and engine 
studs have also been shortened. All 
the blots and nuts within the engine 
are aircraft specification - friction 
grips and very interestingly the bolts 
that hold the rocker to the head 
(Velo's weak point) have been in-
creased in diameter to 3/8ths high 
tensile.  
 Both main bearings are double 
row –parallel rollers not the STD 
tapers rollers.  Double speed oil 
pump worm and beautifully lightened 

timing gears throughout and purpose machined thrust washers.  Both top and bottom 
rockers have been extensively lightened, polished and then nickel plated to stop crack-
ing.   
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 Going to the cylinder head, there are double coil springs/alloy retainers, with a 
1.75" diameter exhaust port & steeply angled down-draft 1.5" diameter inlet port with a 
2" inlet valve - don't forget this is a modified MSS scrambler head not later Thruxton 
type. The inlet valve used comes from a Lycoming aircraft engine. The engine has a 
much higher compression ratio and would have run on methanol. 
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  Judging from the number of 
phone calls with technical questions - and 
the dearth of articles submitted, I imagine 
you all are in your garages preparing for 
the upcoming Rally.  Some of you are 
ahead of the game, riding a hundred miles a 
day to ensure the fettling is proper, and to 
build up your own endurance (pun intend-
ed!). 

 Here at the editor’s desk, I read Velocette posts on various social media plat-
forms, but I avoid copyright violations.  In other words submit your articles!  While 
researching Ernie Pico, I discovered the Yorkshire Ferret http://yorkshirefer-
ret.blogspot.com/.  I reached out and he kindly gave me permission to print his article.  
Check out his blog!  A couple of other stories intrigued me.  If anyone has any more 
information, please send it in! 
 One is the sad news that Rich Harrisson passed away, due to a hang-gliding 
accident.  He was one of the two men who from London to Cape Town on iron, rigid, 
girder-forked MSS bikes back around 2013 and 2014.  They documented some of their 
journey on https://darkstarmotorcycles.tumblr.com.  I didn’t know Rich personally, 
but I followed the adventures in Africa with a mix of of awe and terror. 
 Another news worthy subject is Allen Millyard’s home-made Velocette V-
Twin.  It runs and sounds beautiful in the videos.  One of the best overall descriptions 
of this bike can be found in the article “Allen Millyard’s home-made Velocette V-twin,” 
by Jordan Gibbons, published on 6 April 2019 in Motorcyclenews.com (https://www.-
motorcyclenews.com/news/2019/april/allen-millyard-velocette-v-twin/ )   
 Meanwhile, one of the original founding members of the Club, Olav Hassel 
celebrated a remarkable birthday.  Happy Birthday Olav!  Below is a photos to take you 
back.  The photo above has no date but yes, John Ray is smoking behind Olav - it must 
have been a long time ago!  photo taken by Gil Loe. 
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Melo Velo 2019 
October 12 and 13 
The Place, Ventucopa,  
California 
  I am going to host the 
Melo Velo again this year, same 
place, October 12 and 13.  I am 
want to dedicate the event to 
Mick Felder, who was a stalwart 
supporter of the Velo Scene in 
Southern California, along with 
many other community minded 
activities.  We miss him.  
 If anyone has any Mick 
stories and would like to send 
them my way,  
I would appreciate it.  
Tim Kenney 
tkenney@west.net 

The Place  
10/12/19 - 10/13/19  

the usual food and fun.  
And dirt camping. 
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Above: Tim Kenney at The Place. 2015.  photo by 
Gil Loe.  Below: Mick Felder ‘

mailto:tkenney@west.net


Spring Opener 2019:  Above from left: Frank & Elizabeth Recoder, Sachi and George 
Shoblo, Sue Ray, Kevin Burrell, Gil Loe, John Ray, John Sims and Jeff Scott at the Hop 
Creek Inn. 

Spring Opener 2019 
 For the first time in 32 years, John and Sue Ray, Chairpeople of the Velocette 
Owners Club of North America, had to cancel the Spring Opener.  This ride usually 
starts and finishes at their home.  It even moved with them from the Santa Cruz moun-
tains into the Napa area.  Through the years, the ride went on despite earthquake dam-
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age and fire devastation, remodels, job changes and the unspoken emotional upheavals 
of lives fully lived. 
 What finally brought the ride to a halt, was different kind of natural event:  
rain.  “What?” you say.  “It never rains in California.”  Well, in the year of 2019, there 
was 100% rain predicted for the day committed to being the Spring Opener.  Here in 
Napa county this means not only slick roads and limited visibility, but also flooding.  
The Rays wisely cancelled the ride. 
 Despite the lack of the ride as an excuse to get together, a few diehards man-
aged to gather at the Casa del Ray for snacks and to view the current remodel.  It was 
incomplete at this time, but the open floor plan is a big improvement.  And the pool will 
be an exciting feature.  No photos yet!  The party moved to the Hop Creek Inn, a local 
restaurant where a couple more VOCNA members joined the festivities. 
 Frank and Elizabeth Recoder, George and Sachi Shoblo, Gil Loe, Dana Shatts, 
Kevin Burrell, John Sims, Jeff Scott and Lanora Cox joined John and Sue Ray for lunch 
and camaraderie.   Although awards were not given out, either Gil Loe or Dana Shatts  
would have won the award for traveling the furthest.  They’d have to work out the math 
to decide between them, but they both came from Southern California.   
 Traditionally, the Spring Opener occurs in the month of May.  It is a busy 
month between Superbike Week and the Quail Motorcycle gathering and the newer 
Californian event.  Plus the ride cannot occur on Mother’s Day.  Let’s hope the weather 
accommodates us getting the bikes out to ride through the  beautiful Napa landscape 
next year. 
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Above from left:  Shirley Souci, Paul Zell, Don Danmeier, unrecognized, Fred Mork 
relax after a Spring Opener romp through Napa in 2013.  The Napa valley lays below. 



The 3rd Annual Californian Classic Motorcycle Show 
by Brady Walker 

 The 3rd annual Californian classic motorcycle show took place on May 4th.  
Coinciding with the 144th running of the Kentucky Derby, it was a horsepower themed 
afternoon from animal to machine.  Adding to the theme this year was a display of vin-
tage Porsches curated by The Professor Run.  The weather couldn’t have been better, 
with sunny skies & a cool breeze that kept the temperature on the infield lawn around 
75 degrees all day.  As vendors set up in the morning, a stream of old bikes paraded into 
the infield via the Gate 6 tunnel.  Thankfully we had a team of LA Cretins MC on hand 
assisting participants with a push up the tunnel hill and unloading bikes from their vehi-
cles.  Once the show opened a steady stream of folks passed through the event all day 
long. 
 One could speak with experts and check out displays from SoCal vintage 
clubs, including the BSA Club of SoCal, The SoCal Norton Owners Club, The Velo-
cette Club of North America, The Ariel Owners Club & The Vincent Owners Club.  If 
one was looking to restore a bike, they could speak with Buchanan’s Spoke & Rim  
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Above:  Dana Shatts checks his bike in at the Californian registration table.  The Velo-
cette banner was mercifully put into use as a shade.  Otherwise the registration person 
was unable to see the computer screen she was working on. 
 All Velocette photos at The Californian by Dana Shatts & Gil Loe 
Below:  The Velocette stand at the Californian in a large field of motorcycles.  The 
Porsches lined up in the back.  The white railing marks where the race track is.   
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Above:  Another view of the Velocette table at the Californian.    
Below:  You meet the nicest people… Todd Cameron, yes the son of Dee Cameron, 
came to the Californian to get information about riding a GTP across the U.S.  And who 
better to dispense wisdom than Jeff Scott, on the right, and his Velocette Endurance.  
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Stop the Press:  AMCA Yerba Buena Chapter:  Dixon June 14- 15, 2019 
Above:  VOCNA members Bill Quaccia and Fred Mork dissect a Triumph. 
Below:  Roland Badertscher and Gus Varetakis are up to something.  BSA’s in truck. 
Note:  Jim Romain and his beautiful Velocette were scene in Dixon on Friday.  On Sat-
urday, although there was a big turnout, there were no examples of Velocettes. 
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The Californian cont. 

Right:  Amongst the 
Classic Survivors and 
the Daily Riders was 
some amazing Art.   
Middle:  Mikyle and 
family from Classic 
British Spares were 
present.  (Note: Velo-
cette are not listed on 
their website!)  Still a 
good source for some 
parts. 
Bottom:  Brady Walk-
er worked hard all day, 
officiating, answering 
questions etc. 
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Californian continued… 
 about their wheel options, Classic British Spares about parts for their old Tri-
umph, or tooling options with JRC Engineering.  If modern Triumphs are your thing, 
Moto Chop Shop was on hand to discuss performance & customization options.  Our 
friends at Hagerty Vintage Motorcycle Insurance spoke with many people about the 
best way to protect their two-wheeled investment and Russ Brown Motorcycle Attor-
neys reps signed up folks for their BAM roadside assistance program.  Alpinestars had 
a display of their new gear and set up some great shade for the pine wood derby arena.  
Although not on hand day of, we appreciate the support from our friends at Biltwell and 
Deus Ex Machina, sponsors of The Californian since day one.   
 Judges determined the best in show for the 10 show categories and winners 
were announced on stage.  Congratulations to this year’s winners of the Californian 
motorcycle show:   
 BEST IN SHOW: Dave Destler / 1950 Sunbeam S7 Deluxe 
 RESTO PRE-1969: Michael Harper-Smith / 1957 Aeromacchi Chimera 
 RESTO POST-1969: Bruce Fickling / 1972 Norton Commando Fastback 
 SURVIVOR PRE-1969: Todd Cameron / 1916 Harley Davidson JD 
 SURVIVOR POST-1969: Mitsuhiro Kiyonaga / 1969 Harley Davidson FLH 
 CUSTOM PRE-1980: Bruce Fickling / 1974 Rickman Metisse 750 Triumph 
 CUSTOM POST-1980: Ralph Nevarez / 19xx Ariel 2x4 
 RACE INSPIRED: Ryan Talbot / 1957 Norton Manx 
 DAILY DRIVER: Nima Karamati / 1965 BMW R69S 

 Ben Eisenbise, founder of the Professor Run, organized a people’s choice 
award for the vintage Porsche feature.  Over 200 spectator votes were cast to give us 
this year’s people’s choice winner, Jung Akkhrawat Aphiwattechin with his 1969 
Porsche 911T Coupe. 
 Following the awards ceremony was the “Derby at the Derby” Pinewood Der-
by.  Fifteen cars entered the contest with builders’ ages ranging from four to forty.  
Bracket racing took place on the 32-foot long gravity fed track and the racing was so 
furious that I didn’t write down the name of the winner!  My notes just say car #4…so 
congrats buddy!  I know it was a child, and not a grownup…and that’s good enough for 
me.  On hand to judge the design portion of the derby was our friends Miguel Galuzzi, 
Shinya Kimura & Mitsuhisho Kiyonaga.  The trio of design legends determined that the 
snazziest car was built by Parker Floyd, age 7.  What we determined is that we need 
more creativity and mechanical genius coming from the grown ups if they ever wanna 
compete with the younger crowd.  We have a year, so get on it folks! 
  The afternoon ended with a few cold ones being consumed while we cleaned 
up and helped some of the old timers load up their bikes.   
  Early signs point to the 4th annual Californian happening May 2nd, 2020, 
largely because of the support of Santa Anita Park.  And I must take a minute to express 
my appreciation for Andrew Arthur & the entire SAP team.  Although the track had 
been under scrutiny for months, the team always took the time to take care of me, 
whether it was questions on the phone or bending over backwards to help with 
logistics.  The Californian hopes that the historical park continues to operate for years 
to come now that Santa Anita has adopted safety reforms that has been applauded by 
animal rights group, PETA. 
 Thank you all for the support of The Californian…we look forward to more 
fun in 2020! 
 Brady Walker, Founder / Producer 
The Californian   www.thecalifornian.us   310 980 7129   info@bradywalker.com 
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Dear Kami 
 My problem is not with men… you know they come and they go on the usu-
al roller coaster, but my bike.  Well I’m committed to her.  My problem is that I don’t 
seem to fit in any where.  I’ll ride in the parade with Dykes on bikes to support diver-
sity, but really they’re not my flavor.  Chicks that want to talk nasty, practice being 
hooligans and in general mimic men, is also not my thing.  And I’m never fully going 
to be one of the guys. 
 So where do I fit in?  XOXOX 
Dear XO 
  Do you really think that “the guys” is just one category?  You may be hav-
ing more problems with men than you realize honey. 
 You say you are committed to your bike, but what type is she?  A cruiser, 
dual-sport, dirt, rice rocket, touring?  Hmm now that I’ve mentioned all those are you 
sure that your one bike meets all your needs?  Maybe you need to ride on the wild 
side, take a different type out for a spin…Then there are the, shall we way, classics of 
each type, versus the newest with the most bells and whistles… And we haven’t even 
discussed size yet.  Uh oh, maybe you’ll realize that you need more than one type of 
bike! 
 See where I’m going with this?  Each person, just like each bike is unique .  
That’s what diversity is all about.  You should let your freak flag fly and see what you 
attract.  Be friends with one from each group and get over yourself. 



Making the Engine Oiltight  Part 2: The Primary Chaincase 
by Geoff Steele 

Reprinted from FISHTAIL # 171 
 The engine should now be in one lump and can be attached to the gearbox, and 
either fitted into the frame at this stage if preferred or with the primary transmission 
assembled and chaincase fitted first, and then slotted in as a completed unit.  This leads 
up very conveniently to the next topic to be tackled in our endeavour to seal the Velo. 

I will start by saying that you will never have an absolutely perfect oil tight 
primary chaincase simply because of its design and function but we can get pretty close 
if you have all the correct bits and pieces, so here goes.  I will deal with both types gen-
erally making specific references as necessary for detail differences.  

For anything to work efficiently and effectively it must be in good condition, 
and even the old primary chain case doesn’t get away unscathed from the hammer and 
screwdriver brigade.  Needless to say all damage has to be repaired, and the sort I mean 
is holes caused by the primary chain chafing along the bottom edge and behind the en-
gine sprocket around the mainshaft boss shroud, torn or misshapen attachment holes or 
slots to be correct, and these should be only 1⁄4” wide, and about 1⁄2” long.  The flanges 
around both halves and types and the mounting studs for the dyno and rear chain covers 
could be loose.  Something that is easily and often overlooked is the paintwork in the 
areas of the gaskets; oil will penetrate and leak past flaking paintwork.  Stripped bolt 
holes in the rear half flange can be welded up, re-drilled 5/32” and tapped 2 BA - back 
to standard again.  Most of the repairs that need to be done can be effected by various 
welding techniques by a practiced operative.  Check that both halves will come together 
squarely though they will be held apart by a gasket’s width by the small internal trough 
just below the inspection hole. 

To do the next check the engine and gearbox need to be bolted together, then 
position the rear half in its position without any of the seals fitted, hold it tight against 
the crankcase where the bolt would hold it and see what sort of gap you have across the  
gearbox rear face.  It should be parallel and less than 1/8”, the closer the better.  If the 
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Two Examples of Chaincases 
Left:  Standard Venom outer chain 
case pin type. Note the elaborate cone 
in the small hole.  This was designed to 
make the oil to splash back into the 
chaincase. 
Below:  Inside of the same Venom 
chain case pin type.  This style has the 
fixed ring for the felt or synthetic lip 
seal.   

Above:  Outer MAC 
case pin type.  Whatever 
spins off the end of the 
crank goes into the at-
mosphere. 
Right:  Inside of the 
same pin type MAC 
case shows the home-
made seal that rides up 
against the clutch.



gap is tapered then a small amount of dressing can be applied to the dished area to pro-
vide an all round contact for the gasket when fitted.  I don’t mean you should knock 
seven bells out of it either, use a little finesse. 

Before any assembly work is carried out I will make no apology for repeating 
the importance of cleanliness and having all the correct parts to begin with.  First grease 
the O-ring and place onto the main bearing boss.  Venoms, Vipers, and KSS’s have an 
O-ring cross section diameter of 7/32” and OD about 3”.  MSSs up to engine number 
12078, and MACs used an O-ring of about 3/16” cross section and 2.75” diameter.  Iron 
engines of all denominations do not use them to the best of my knowledge and I am 
open to correction if I’m wrong. 

Secondly grease both sides of the small cork gasket and stick to the gearbox, 
lining up attachment holes.  There’s a thick’un and a thin’un here too, thin type for rigid 
or iron models and the thicker item for the swinging arm group.  This is just a personal 
view, but I think the thick gasket needs to be about half as thick again, comparing the 
gaskets that are currently available with those that Veloce used to produce prior to 1971.  
Probably got a lot to do with this metrication system that has been forced upon us.  My 
excuse is that I was in Bahrain at the time, the arsehole of the world, and I was right up 
it.  We are digressing, back to reality - of sorts anyway. 

You will see at this stage the necessity of having a nice gap at the gearbox face 
because the chain case will lie flat on the gasket and allow a slight nip onto the O-ring.  
Now fit the shouldered bolts just nipping them up as they seal the gearbox oil in on the 
shoulder, and go easy on them as they’re only 3/16” whitworth.  Lock them either by 
the locking plates on the hexagon type, or by 22 swg steel locking wire for the round 
headed bolts.  Refit the clutch, and primary transmission.  No, you don’t have to adjust 
it yet. 

We come now to the outer half, and a little bit of preparation is required here 
before we can fit it.  Firstly all gaskets need to be new and unused, whereas gaskets 
may be reused on the rear half if in good condition, unless of course you have already 
done what I am about to describe, and the chaincase has only been removed for routine 
servicing. 

Obtain for yourself a tube of impact adhesive, (clear Bostik or Evostik) a tube 
of RTV silicon adhesive, and another knob of grease.  Follow the manufacturer’s in-
structions regarding the application of the glue on different materials and use the impact 
adhesive to secure the felt ring F309 and the large cork gasket A179/5 to the outer half 
of the chaincase.  The neoprene type clutch seal needs to be glued in also, hence the 
reference to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

I always allow plenty of time for the adhesives to cure before I actually as-
semble things, about half an hour in workshop temperatures, then I soak the felt ring 
with oil, GTX normally, and apply a smear of grease to the exposed side of the cork 
gasket.  Cut the nozzle applicator of the RTV adhesive to deliver a 5/32” bead and ap-
ply to the inside flanges of the chaincase distance piece FK205 hole in both halves and 
stick the distance piece to the rear half. Locate the outer half as accurately as you can 
and loosely fit the centre bolt with its distance piece F310. Wind the fourteen 2 BA 
screws through the gasket and into the threads in the rear half.  If you push the screws 
through the gasket there’s a good possibility you will lift the gasket off the adhesive.  
Tighten the screws evenly and not too tight.  The felt ring should be in contact with the 
clutch front pressure plate without the necessity of having to lift the clutch.  Check this 
before oiling and greasing the seals.  If the felt doesn’t touch and it won’t be too far 
away, glue another half width of felt to it, it only has to touch the clutch.  A smear of 
grease on the knife edge of the neoprene seal on assembly will do.  Finally tighten cen-
tre bolt 5/16” BSF and fill with oil. 
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The band type chaincase is prepared as above but the seal is fitted after the two 
halves have been put together, and it’s the seal that gets the treatment this time. Make 
sure the joint moulding, to give it its correct title, is cut to the right size by temporarily 
fitting it dry and ensuring the ends abut one another.  Cut the applicator of the RTV 
adhesive to deliver 3/32” beading, and apply to the bottom of each groove in the mould-
ing and no gaps.  It’s not all that easy and it makes your arm ache like hell squeezing 
that tube for two yards. 

Before I tell you how to fit the seal I would first like to explain how it works.  
The extreme outer edges of the two halves of the chaincase, are two knife edge seals 
that are sealed individually in the separate grooves of the moulding that is pressed onto 
them by the outer band.  The two halves are not squeezed together by the centre bolt 
and sealing on the tongue of the moulding as is the popular belief as proven by the oh-
so-funny shapes of the outer band that have come my way.  The bolt is there incidental-
ly to hold the whole assembly to the crankcase wall away from the chain that normally 
makes a meal of the inner half if ever it goes 
missing. 

To fit the seal, leave the centre bolt a bit on the slack side, and start just for-
ward of the magneto, making sure that each half is in a separate groove and the rest of 
the moulding is free to be guided round the chaincase, start pressing the seal onto the 
edges and maintaining the general alignment of the two halves, the seal will automati-
cally feed itself in with the progressive pressure round the edges of the chaincase until 
you get back to where you started and the ends butt perfectly.  Fit the outer band and 
remember that its function is to press the moulding onto the knife edges.  Tighten the 
centre bolt and fill with oil.  The join on the band should be just forward of the magneto 
on the genuine Velo item.  The alternative is similar to the Matchless/AJS one in alu-
minium and the join on this is at the rear, bang in line with the swinging arm.  There is 
not enough room to get the coupling in here so it has to be moved to just below the 
swinging arm lug by moving the bends round a bit.  It’s not difficult as its only soft 
aluminium; I’ve done a couple myself no bother. 

Well you should have a pretty oil tight unit now, but the reason I said it would 
never be perfect is due to the fact that the engine breather exits from a radial drilling in 
the left hand mainshaft within the centre boss of the engine sprocket. Most of the oil 
vapours condense inside the primary chaincase, some in the labyrinth in outer half 
which drains back 
into the chaincase, 
and some penetrate 
the felt clutch seal 
and condense on the 
chain guard, and 
inside the dynamo 
cover.  Drips?  You 
will never be rid of 
then, all the time 
you have a Velo 
with oil in it. 
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Right:  Everyone 
wants to avoid 
this mess and the 
award for biggest 
oil spill.



More on Oil Tightness 
by Jeffrey Shadetree 

 The case on this bike was cut away to make room for a very wide chain.  In 
this configuration, the bike will never be oil tight.  The replacement case also needs 
some work.  It was cut away and a new piece glued in.  This will accommodate a more 
modern seal.  In addition, the rivets have been flattened on the inside, but the screws are 
loose on the outside.   
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Tightening up the riveted studs.  A small socket to fit  over the threads to the base then 
use a firm base to support the socket as you re peen the head of the rivet. 
 Make sure you have a flat area to pound the back of the rivet over and you are 
using something solid to back up the hammer.   
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Here there is a block of steel and a 
block of wood on concrete.  
 The part that I’m pointing to 
has to be flat.  When everything is 
bolted up this must sit flat against the 
transmission.  The chain case needs 
to be adjusted at the midpoint fasten-
ing to accommodate the seal on the 
crank case and the seal against the 
transmission housing to ensure the 
case is parallel along the transmis-
sion housing.  Or the case itself may 
need to be adjusted to bring the sur-
faces into suitable alignment.  In 
most cases (no pun intended) this 
join between the transmission and the primary chain case is where most of the oil leaks 
out.  Which is why on the late model square motors the Works added a stiffening plate 
to the rear engine mount in an attempt to keep the flecture at a minimum.  That’s it! 
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 The head nuts on the alloy MAC that live under the rocker boss become leak 
prone and placing a paper shim between the rocker assembly and the boss it fastens to 
is not going to stay oil tight for long.  An alloy bung with an o-ring can be made to  sit 
in the cavity under the rocker assembly above the head nuts to seal them up.   
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Make sure to tap the top of the bung to take a screw or bolt or you’ll play the devil try-
ing to remove them. 
 Note the shininess of the rocker box mating face.  That’s where we’ve taken it 
on a glass plate to make it flat.  The same thing is done with the rocker box cover. that 
way you have a much better chance of making the seam oil tight with your little 2BA 
(British Association thread) screws. 
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Above:  This photo is from the spring Slimey Crud 
Run, from Pine Bluff to Leland Wisconsin.  It's a 
spring and fall favorite for upper-midwest vintage 
enthusiasts.  We had wonderful weather this year 
and it was a nice hundred-plus mile run for the 
Velo.  This is my Venomised '54 MSS.  The gear-
box I am searching for is a mate to my spare en-
gine, the next consecutive serial number to my '54 
MSS. pile of spares and would like to build an 
MSS Endurance from the pieces.  Joe Wright 
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WANTED:  GEARBOX  
Complete Velocette swingarm gearbox and 
primary parts.  Building an MSS Endurance 
from a pile of bits, functionality valued over 
originality. 
Joe Wright,  Ames, IA  
712-260-5498         99cyclone05@gmail.com  



For Sale:  I can’t ride any more, so someone else should be enjoying this Velo.  ’59 
Venom with electric starting.  Basically all in good condition.  Always garaged.  Asking 
$15,000 which includes Whitworth tools and work stand.  Also includes (if desired) two 
German design kayaks I can’t use anymore either.  Located in Santa Cruz, CA. 
Call Allan Dow afternoons at 831 462-6294 or 831 345-7070. photo below 

Wanted:  Trade or Cash.  Poster “Triumph Wins 
36th Annual Big Bear Run”.  This old race win pro-
motional advertisement from 1957 of Bud Ekins 
winning.  Other similar posters wanted.  Good copies 
OK.  Anything on Big Bear, Catalina or Greenhorn 
races.  Also “Motorcyclist” mags of 50’s and 60s, 
and 11 X 11 Triumph brochure for 1965. 
R.E. Rogers 
Rogersr.e.65@gmail.com 
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